Module D
How much will gasoline cost?

Project Description
An important part of your budget is figuring out how much money you will spend on gasoline for your car. The price of gasoline is constantly changing and is different from one area to the next. You will need to estimate the total cost of gasoline for your trip. Important facts you need to know are:
Round trip mileage (You found this number in Module C.)

- How does gasoline cost? Visit the State of Illinois Gas Price Monitoring link below to find out the average cost of gasoline today. Use the state wide average amount for regular gasoline for today's date.

- Your car has a sixteen (16) gallon gas tank.

- You will fill your car with gasoline before you leave home. Assume you are putting a full tank of gas in your car.

- During your stay, assume you will use one extra full tank of gas driving around in Springfield.

State of Illinois Gas Price Monitoring
http://www.illinois.gov/gasprices/search.cfm

Assignment
Create a document that lists the following information.
(1.) Use the information above to calculate the total cost of gasoline for the entire trip. You many use a calculator to help you find the answer. Remember to show all your work and to use labels.

(2.) In words, write a description telling how you found your answer. Explain why to choose your steps.

(3.) This answer document will go in your project portfolio.